MONEY SKILLS COSTS
2010/11 Academic Year

PROCESSING AQA UNIT AWARD SCHEME FOR OTHER AGENCIES
AQA Charges Per Student
AQA Active Student Fee
AQA Statement

= £ 6.00
= £ 6.70
= £12.70 per student

Money Skills Costs
Per Student
Administration Costs (1 hour)
Overheads (i.e. office costs, postage, etc)

= £10.90
= £ 5.60
= £16.50 per student

Total for AQA Accreditation

= £29.20 per student

An additional charge of £5.30 per student will be made if the AQA evidence or summary sheet
is incorrect or needs amending.
N.B. An additional charge of £8.40 will also be made for amendments to Certificates or
Letters of Credit when amendment is not due to an error made by the Money Skills Service.

FULL COURSES/SESSIONS FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS
No of
sessions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Money Skills Costs
(exc. accreditation)
£170
£340
£510
£680
£850
£1020
£1190
£1360

AQA Charges for
12 participants
£252
£252
£252
£252
£252
£252
£252
£252

Money Skills Costs
(inc. accreditation)
£422
£592
£762
£932
£1102
£1272
£1442
£1612

The above costs are inclusive for 12 participants. Please contact us for costs for groups of
more (or less) than 12.
The AQA Charges covers the AQA Participation Fee, Unit Award Statement Fee and Money
Skills administration and overhead costs. These are charged at the rate of £21.00 per
participant and are the same if a participant attends one or all sessions.
If the venue and refreshments are provided the only charge on top of this will be for the
trainer’s travel and expenses e.g. mileage, parking, etc. Mileage is charged at 42.9p per mile
and is inclusive for any number of participants.
Costs include all handouts together with a calculator, folder and pen, as appropriate, for each
participant.

DA & DWD COURSES FOR STAFF
Costs are quoted per course (maximum 16 delegates).
DA - ½ day
DA & DWD - Full day
Charities and community organisations
£300
£450
Statutory organisations
£325
£475
Commercial organisations
£425
£575
N.B. There is an additional charge of £21.00 per participant for those who require AQA
accreditation for Dealing with Debts

If the venue and refreshments the only charge on top of this will be for the trainers travel and
expenses e.g. parking, accommodation, etc.
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